Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore

The Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore, the leading scientific publisher in the country, is looking for publication staff. Applicants should possess master's degree in physical or biological sciences with at least five years experience in copy-editing, proof-reading and other aspects of work related to journal publication. Broad interest in science, good familiarity with typesetting and printing of scientific journals and the latest word processing softwares used in scientific manuscript processing, etc. desirable.

Application with bio-data should reach us before 10 April 2007.

Executive Secretary
Indian Academy of Sciences
Post Box No. 8005
Bangalore 560 080
Email: office@ias.ernet.in

NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
Pune

Research Associate needed on a DAE sponsored project at the NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY, Pune.

Applications on plain paper are invited from Indian citizens, for one position of Research Associate (RA) to work under the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE)/BRNS funded research project entitled ‘CRP Spintronics Materials’.

Qualification: Ph.D. In Physics/Chemistry/Materials Science or M.Tech. in materials science with minimum three years of research experience.

Fellowship: Rs 11,000/- (consolidated) per month

Duration: The engagement will be initially for a period of six months which may be extended or curtailed depending on the duration of the tenure of sponsored project/satisfactory performance or conduct of the appointee, as the case may be. Applications giving full particulars together with xerox copies of certificates should reach Dr Satish Ogale, Physical Chemistry Division, National Chemical Laboratory, Dr Homi Bhabha Road, Pashan, Pune 411 007 within 15 days from the date of appearance of the advertisement.

The engagement will be purely on temporary basis and shall not be CSIR/NCL appointment, temporary or otherwise and shall not entitle the appointee to any right/claim whatsoever, implicit or explicit, for his/her consideration against any CSIR/NCL post/fellowship.